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BLITZSCALING REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in July

Where buyers meet
contract manufacturs

July Deal
Statistics
A relatively light deal
announcement month,
but with two very high
quality opportunities.
Eleven rounds over
$100M indicates cont'd
momentum in the later
stages. It is also good
to see a majority of
Series B or earlier
deals, indicating early
stage is health as well.

Twilio for Banking
Services

Total Deals Announced

71

Series C or Later

23

Series B or Earlier

48

B2B

47

B2C

24

Possible BV Candidates

8

Added to the BV Watch list

2

Rounds over $100M

11
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Bond Financial
Bond provides an API that connects banks to developers who want to offer
banking services. Twillio provides a similar service for developers who want to
offer telco services.

Round Size

$32 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Canaan, Coatue Management

Location

San Francisco

Total Raised

$42 Million

Founded by the former COO of Twilio, Bond Financial boasts a strong team and an excellent
blitzscaling score of 79/100, with potential for a higher score when they bring their product to
market. Bond aspires to be “Twilio for banking” which means they want to make it easy for anyone
to bundle banking services into their branded offering. It’s Fintech at your fingertips. Twilio’s
market cap is over $40B, and we feel the market potential here is comparable.
The network effects in this case are platform network effects, which we rate as very strong long
term, although short term, they are less pronounced. Sales/Distribution will be a challenge, as this
is an enterprise sale into emerging use cases, and we see no significant channel beyond the usual
systems integrators. The product isn’t released, so we are understandably cautious on the
product-market-fit score. The remaining elements of the business are all excellent; the market is
enormous, and as a cloud service, they get full credit for margins and scaling efficiency. In
summary, this has the potential to be the platform of choice for fintech, and we will be taking a
closer look as the Series B approaches.
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Zetwerk
Zetwerk is an online marketplace that connects contract manufacturers
(primarily in India) with industrial customers.

Round Size

$21 Million

Investment Series

Series C

Noted Investors

Accel& Sequoia (A), Lightspeed (B)

Location

Bengaluru, Karnataka, India

Total Raised

$65 Million

Zetwerk’s overall score is 81, which means it is a real candidate to Blitzscale. The company
operates a curated marketplace, where it selects contract manufacturers that meet rigorous
standards as suppliers, and then makes their capacity available to industrial customers on a
contract basis. Today the company has hundreds of industrial customers using the network.
We gave Zetwerk a 10/10 for Network Effects. Each addition to the network increases its value, and
each transaction is high value, and highly considered, so buyers and sellers won't switch to a
competitor easily. We talked to the CEO, and our initial take is that they have superior product
market fit. The company serves a very large market, has high margins, and low operational and
organizational scaling friction. Because they have to work hard to find and serve suppliers and
customers, we docked points for distribution and ops friction.
This is a series C, so it is likely past our window of opportunity. But the CEO has met Chris and
loves the book, and has promised to keep us top of mind for any investment opportunity.
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July Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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July Deals Continued
As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track

